MALE INFERTILITY STATUS IN BANGLADESH: ARE WE AWARE?

Infertility and problems of impaired fecundity have been a concern through ages and is also a significant clinical problem today, which affects 8-12% of couples worldwide [1]. Infertility remains a neglected issue in reproductive health policy of Bangladesh, instead the emphasis has always been on the problem of overpopulation. In developing countries patterns of male infertility are quite different from those in developed countries and incidence of preventable causes are much higher in developing countries[2]. The exact rates of male infertility from developing countries like ours are difficult to find because of the problem with the definition of male infertility and lack of accurate reporting. In recent decades, infertility has impacted an increasing number of couples. Moreover, the fertility rate in men younger than age 30 years has also decreased worldwide by 15% [3,4]. As per the WHO estimates 60–80 million couples worldwide currently suffer from infertility[5]. There are about three millions of couple in Bangladesh who are suffering from infertility. Infertility may be considered as socio-economic problem in Bangladesh because infertility causes family unrest, divorce, multiple marriages and even sometimes suicide. Unfortunately like other developing countries wives are usually blamed for infertility although 60% cases male are responsible for the problem[6].

So, it is the right time to look into the factors which are causing such a rise in male infertility and attempts should be made to control such factors. Therefore, awareness programme may help addressing this issue.
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